Lübeck

Holstentor

Lübeck
For at least 250 years Lübeck
was the most important city in
northern Europe, an entrepot
with connections anywhere its
characteristic trading ships, the
cogs, could reach. The city left
its imprint on all these places
and for most of its history ran
its own affairs.

Welcome to the home of the red-brick Gothic.
Lübeck’s influence extended through the
Baltic in many ways, including architecture,
law, trading practice, navigation and language.
In the 14th and 15th centuries the centres of
northern Europe were living much as Lübeck
lived and many of those signs remain today.
A millennium ago Lübeck was a Wendish
town but this settlement was destroyed in a
Slavic attack of 1138. Several years later the
count Adolf von Schauenburg reestablished
a trading port further south on the river
Trave and fortified it. In 1159 Henry the
Lion’s commercial eye saw the opportunities
presented by a recent town fire to gain control
from Adolf, establishing a bishopric. But
Henry fell foul of the emperor Frederick
Barbarossa, lost his lands and went into exile
in 1182.
The German empire assumed overlordship
and called for a town council to run local
affairs. The Danes asserted control of the
Baltic and for more than a decade control of
Lübeck but, when Lübeck and the German
princes brought them to blows at Bornhöved
in 1227 the Danish kingdom was forced to
yield. Lübeck was confirmed as a free city of
the German empire.
The period of commercial expansion was
beginning as German-speaking merchants
spread through the Baltic with Lübeck as the
port of origin, a status built largely on the
critical through trade in salt. The city’s great
period of church building was also under way.
Lübeck was the leader among an expanding
group of trading cities in which merchants
banded together in promotion of the activities
and for mutual security. The Hanse (or
Hanseatic League) was constituted in 1356 and
met thereafter in Lübeck, most of its members
adopting Lübeck law. Overseas offices stretched from London to Novgorod. The league was
a political force – more conflict with Denmark
ended in the 1370 Peace of Stralsund, in which
the league assumed equal status with nations.
At its height Lübeck lured the artists and
builders of its day, among them the sculptor
and painter Bernt Notke. Today he is credited
with the Totentanz created in the Marienkirche
and the great triumphal cross in the cathedral,
but his great works are also found in Stockholm
and Tallinn.
The Reformation was adopted in 1535
and for almost three centuries the city had
the only fully Lutheran bishopric in German
lands. From this period however Lübeck’s
influence and the league’s fortunes began to
slip, accelerated by the assumption of north
German territory by Sweden and Denmark
under the 1648 Peace of Westphalia. In 1669
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The Holstentor and Salzspeicher stand for the greatness of Lübeck, a fortress of
international trade and for centuries the focus of the Baltic.

RAVEN QUICK GUIDE
Tourist information: Holstentorplatz 1 (tel 0451-8899700, Jan-May & Oct-Nov M-F
9.30-18, Sa 10-15, Jun-Sep M-F 9.30-19, Sa 10-15, Su 10-14, Dec M-F 9.30-18, Sa 10-15,
Su 10-14).
Accommodation service: Holstentorplatz 1 (tel 0451-8899700, email
zimmer@luebeck-tourismus.de).
Money: Volksbank Lübeck, Klingenberg 1 (M-Tu & F 8.30-16.30, W 8.30-13, Th 8.30-18);
Deutsche Bank, Kohlmarkt 7 (M-Tu & Th 9-18, W 9-13, F 9-16); Commerzbank,
Kreuzweg 7 (M-Tu & Th 9.30-13, 14-18, W 9.30-13, 14-16, F 9.30-14).
Lockers: Hauptbahnhof platform 7 (€4/3 per day, €3/2 for 6 hours).
Transit information: LVG-SL, Hansestraße (M-F 5-20, Sa-Su 9-16).
Post: Königstraße 44 (M-F 9-18, Sa 9-13).
Internet: Tourist information, Holstentorplatz 1; Internetcafe Lübeck, Wahmstraße 58
(M-Sa 10-19.30).
Laundry: Eco-Express Waschsalon Lübeck, Schwartauer Allee 32 (M-Su 6-23);
Waschsalon Bülowstraße, Bülowstraße 24 (M-Su 7-20.30).
Police: tel 110; Mengstraße 20 (tel 0451-1310); Possehlstraße 4 (tel 0451-1310);
Schwartauer Landstraße 9 (tel 0451-47060).
Pharmacy: Apotheke am Lindenplatz, Moislinger Allee 2 (M-Tu & Th 8-19, W 8-18,
F 8-18.30, Sa 9-13); Pinguin Apotheke, Königstraße 59 (M-F 8-19, Sa 8-16); Löwen
Apotheke, Dr-Julius-Leber-Straße 13 (M-F 8.30-18.30, Sa 10-16); Kant Apotheke,
Kantstraße 15 (M-F 8-19.30, Sa 8-18).
Ambulance: tel 112.
Hospital: Universitätsklinikum Schleswig-Holstein, Ratzeburger Allee 160
(tel 0451-5006032); Sana Kliniken Lübeck, Kronsforder Allee 71 (tel 0451-5851315).
the last meeting of a much smaller Hanse was
held in Lübeck.
Prussia became the dominant force in
northern Germany after several years of
French occupation in Lübeck during the
Napoleonic wars. When Prussia created the
German empire in 1871 Lübeck remained an

independent state and its shipbuilding and
associated activities were part of the rapid
industrialisation of Germany. Lübeck also
became a centre for marzipan production in the
19th century although the recipe had arrived
from the leading southern trading centre
Venice at least as early as the 16th century.
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The outlook of a port city encourages free
thought. The brothers Heinrich and Thomas
Mann had in common reputations among the
great German writers but their disagreements
over politics – except over Nazism, which
drove them both from Germany in the 1930s
– became public. Thomas’s 1901 work
Buddenbrooks, inspired by his own family’s
background in Lübeck trade and commerce,
helped make him the 1929 Nobel laureate in
literature. The Lübeck newspaper editor and
Social Democrat politician Dr Julius Leber
was one voice raised against Hitler, which
cost him his life in 1945. Lübeck-born Willy
Brandt, later a West German chancellor, was
another who went into exile during the war
years, carrying out resistance work.
Its dual importance as port and industrial
centre within ready reach of Britain made
Lübeck an air raid target. Late in March 1942
about 20% of the old town was wrecked in one
night. The Petrikirche was largely destroyed
and the Marienkirche heavily damaged, its
bells crashing through the floor. Only extensive
rebuilding and assiduous conservation work
since the war has restored and maintained the
assets that gained the city UNESCO world
heritage listing in 1987.
Altstadt
The old town centre and the district termed
the Innenstadt are on an island surrounded by
arms of the river Trave, canals and remains of
the medieval city defences, and the Wakenitz
to the east. Lübeck maps (presumably because
of the shape of the city island) often have east
at the top – the island’s long axis is north-south
and the Hauptbahnhof lies to the west.
Near the Hauptbahnhof and central bus
station is Lindenplatz. The Puppenbrücke with
its singular statues crosses the Stadtgraben
ditch to the east before the main city gate
the Holstentor at Holstentorplatz with the old
brick salt warehouses lined up to the south.
Holstenstraße leads uphill into the Altstadt but
at Kolk (or Im Kolk) leading south a narrow

Glockengießerstraße,
upper left, exemplifies
Lübeck’s curving
Alstadt streets, almost
unbroken by modern
architecture.
Nagelschmieds-Gang,
above, one of the tiny
enclosed back lanes
that turn parts of the
city into warrens. Parts
of the Rathaus come
from all eras of Lübeck
history, lower left.
section of street winds by brick houses, some
about 400 years old, in the shadow of the
Petrikirche. Große Petersgrube along its length
maintains the historic character with almost
completely preserved facades from various
periods. At the east end Schüsselbuden leads

Füchtingshof, above, is one of the grander city
facades, with a gateway to alms houses, upper
left, in the courtyard behind. Glandorps Gang,
lower left, is a little more modest.
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to Markt and the complex of buildings around
the historic Rathaus. Immediately north is the
Marienkirche, most imposing of the north
German churches.
The streetscape of Mengstraße stretching
to the south includes the Buddenbrookhaus
with its Baroque facade and the Schabbelhaus.
At An der Untertrave, north along the harbour,
the ships of the Museumshafen are usually
moored opposite near the century-old swing
bridge.
Further north Engelsgrube is one of
the streets sprouting the narrow laneways
(Gänge) characteristic of the city, often with
occupational names and gateways fashioned
between buildings. Uphill at the east end
Koberg is the true centre of the maritime
quarter with the Schiffergesellschaft (now a
restaurant), the Jakobikirche and the HeiligenGeist-Hospital.
Große Burgstraße leads north to the
Burgkloster and the Burgtor and south past
the Baroque and Neoclassical facades such
as the Behnhaus and Willy-Brandt-Haus.
The Katharinenkirche is under restoration
but its Gothic facade remains imposing.
Glockengießerstraße beside it has the alms
houses of Füchtingshof (1639) at No 23 and
Glandorps Gang und Hof (1612) at No 39 with
their lanes and courtyards.
Tünkenhagen and a succession of short
streets follow the same southerly alignment
past red-brick gabled and occasional halftimbered facades to St-Annen-Straße and
past the Aegidienkirche and the cloisters of St
Annen to Mühlenstraße. From there Fegefeuer
leads to the Dom.

The powerful Holstentor
(1478), Lübeck’s gate to
Holstein, is the symbol of the
city, centre of a fortified gate
complex that included the Trave
bridge and town wall. At first
the outer gate, this powerful
structure became the middle
component when a smaller
outer gate was constructed (an
encased model of that vanished
gatehouse is near its former site
on Holstentorplatz, close to the
present tourist office). The inner
gate vanished with the town
walls. The overall defences are
modelled inside in the Museum
Holstentor (see Museums),
which employs the spiral stairs
for access and contains examples
of contemporary guns. The Latin
inscription ‘harmony within,
peace outside’ was formerly part
of the outer gate’s 16th century
dedication, which doubtless
reflected the aspirations of the
city’s Hanseatic enterprises.
Take bus 1, 2, 6 or 7 to
Holstentorplatz.
Six red-brick buildings, the Salzspeicher
along the Trave waterfront near the
Holstentor, stored much of the historical
wealth of Lübeck in the form of salt
mined around Lüneburg. This, used mostly
to preserve the Baltic herring catch, was
transported to Lübeck, first by the roads of
the Alte Salzstraße route and after 1400 by
ship along the Stecknitzkanal, predecessor
of the Elbe-Lübeck-Kanal. The northern
warehouse (1579) was earliest built and the
last was constructed in the mid 18th century.
Lübeck’s pivotal position in this trade was a basis for its influence and helped ensure
the two-way nature of its trade routes. Take bus 1, 2, 6 or 7 to Holstentorplatz.
Extensive repair and restoration of the Petrikirche has
continued since the 1990s. A late Romanesque church
(c1250) gave way to a three-aisled Gothic building
(c1300) and by 1450 there were five choirs. It became
the Lutheran parish church and was largely destroyed
with most of its inventory by the bombs of 1942. Some
vault painting survives in the now spare and otherwise
whitewashed interior (Tu-Su 11-16, €1 donation
requested), given over to displays of art. Visits to the
tower (see Views) offer the best vista in the district.
Take bus 1, 2, 6 or 7 to Holstentorplatz.

A wooden bridge (1773) formerly took the place of
today’s Puppenbrücke (1907), spanning the Trave
and Stadtgraben leading to Holstentor. Eight sandstone
statues by Dietrich Jürgen Boy (1776) symbolise
Lübeck’s trading activity: one deifies the river Trave,
others honour the trade god Mercury and sea god
Neptune (representing the Baltic, with horse) and
personify the highest civic qualities as well as the
trader’s boons of peace and freedom. The degenerating
original statues were moved to the courtyard of the
Museumsquartier-St-Annen in the 1980s and
replacements furnished in mock stone. Take bus 1, 2, 6
or 7 to Holstentorplatz.

Information
Lübeck und Travemünde Marketing (tel 04518899700, www.luebeck-tourismus.de) is at
Holstentorplatz 1. A cafe and information
centre with literature and internet service is
set up at the tourist office and an information
terminal at the entrance allows 24-hour access.
The office opens on Advent Sundays but is
closed on the Sunday after Christmas. Another
tourist office is at Travemünde Strandbahnhof.
The Lübeck Fenster website www.luebeck
.de has general information to browse in
English. Of the tourist literature Schöning
Verlag’s Lübeck: Queen of the Hanseatic
League (€4.95) is the best guide to all sights
and Printmedien’s Lübeck City Guide (€6) is
useful but puts more emphasis on pictures.
Hugendubel (M-Sa 9.30-19) at Königstraße
67A has books on Lübeck, general travel
guides, maps and English-language literature.
Transport
Rail: Hourly trains run to and from Hamburg
(40 minutes). Kiel regional trains (hourly,
75 minutes) run through Lübeck and east to
Bad Kleinen, linking there with HamburgStralsund expresses or regional trains (serving
Schwerin and Rostock) and short services to
Wismar. Five trains daily run via Puttgarden
north of Lübeck to Rødby in Denmark and on
to Copenhagen (just over four hours).
A Deutsche Bahn Reisezentrum (M-Sa
5.40-20, Su 8.30-20) is in the Hauptbahnhof
hall with a DB information desk (M-Su 6-22).
Bus: The main bus station (ZOB) is at
Hansestraße near the Hauptbahnhof east exit.
Berlin Linien Bus has two daily Berlin-Lübeck
services, one continuing to Kiel. FlixBus
has daily Rostock services via Wismar and
services to and from Hamburg and Bremen
(five times a week).
Ferry: To Denmark, Scandlines operates a
24-hour Puttgarden-Rødby ferry shuttle service (45 minutes), half-hourly during the day,
carrying cars and caravans.
Most international ferries to and from Baltic
destinations use the Skandinavienkai ferry
terminal at the south end of Travemünde. For
travellers to Sweden, TT-Line has direct ferries
from Travemünde (7½ hours, four departures
on weekdays, three daily at weekends) to
Trelleborg (day or night services including
car carriage with cabin charges for overnight
services). Finnlines has Travemünde-Malmö
services two or three times daily (nine hours,
night services available with compulsory
cabin charges).
Finnlines operates a Travemünde-Helsinki
service (28 hours) six times weekly most of
the year and daily in July and early August.
Finnlines’ Lübeck-St Petersburg service
from April to the end of December (from
Lehmannkai 2 in Seelandstraße).
Stena Line sails to Ventspils (24 hours)
or Liepāja (27½ hours) in Latvia three times
weekly from Skandinavienkai. Cabins are
required for both. Ave Line offers TravemündeRiga services four times a week.
To or from Travemünde (the stop is
Skandinavienkai/Terminal, fare level 3) take
bus 30, 31 or 40 (30 minutes from the ZOB,
every 15 minutes) or the DB regional train to
or from Skandinavienkai (17 minutes, running
hourly) using one of the above buses between
the underpass exit and the Skandinavienkai/
Terminal stop. For Lehmannkai (also level
3) take bus 32, 33 or 34 to Seelandstraße. For
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The Marienkirche (Apr-Sep M-Su 10-18,
Oct M-Su 10-17, Nov-Mar M-Su 10-18,
€2/1.50 requested) on Schüsselbuden
became one of the largest German churches
and a pattern for northern churches when
its original Romanesque shape (c1200)
was recast in red-brick Gothic later in the
13th century. The 17th century composer
Dieterich Buxtehude was the organist for
40 years. Short noon services with organ
music (M-Sa 12.05) provide a chance to
sit and listen. The Royal Air Force raid
before Palm Sunday 1942 nearly destroyed
the church’s massive walls and the bells in
the 125m south tower crashed through the
floor, where they remain in memorial.
Bernt Notke’s 1463 Totentanz was destroyed
but images of an 18th century copy with its
dialect text are in the chapel. Vault
paintings and the astronomical clock have
been restored. Tours (May-Sep M-F 12.15
& 15, Dec M-F 12.15) including the towers
are available. Take bus 4, 10, 11, 21 or 30
to Fleischhauerstraße or Schüsselbuden.
The Rathaus (tours M-F 11.00, 12.00, 15.00, Sa-Su
13.30, €4/2) has segments from the 13th century and
stretching throughout the Hanseatic period. The main
building (1350) with the Neogothic Bürgerschaftsaal
interior is on the north side of Markt. The feature is
the Rococo Audienzsaal (1761) with Renaissance
wooden door (1573) by Tönnies Evers the elder. The
projecting south wall to the north-facing main
building, topped by triple towers and with apertures
for wind, was first built in 1230. Viewed from the
centre of Markt, the Danzelhaus (1308) and arcaded
sandstone Renaissance frontage (1570) meet at right
angles, the Danzelhaus extended to the south by the
Neues Gemach (1442). The pavilion known as Kaak,
a medieval pillory on the square, was recreated in the
1980s. The Renaissance steps (1594) above Breite
Straße are a reconstruction. Evers the younger created the oriel (1586) but his interior for
the Kriegesstube, used for Hanseatic meetings, and most of the Hansesaal did not survive
the bombs of 1942. Take bus 4, 10, 11, 21 or 30 to Fleischhauerstraße or Schüsselbuden.
The Buddenbrookhaus (1758) at Mengstraße 4 has a
restored Baroque facade and original cellar from the house
built for Johann Michael Croll. In 1842 it was bought by
another merchant, Johann Siegmund Mann, grandfather of
the authors Heinrich and Thomas (who however did not
live there) and stayed in the family for nearly 50 years. It
is a monument to the practice in the city’s merchant corps,
followed until late in the 19th century, of running business
from the family house. Most of the building behind the
facade was destroyed by fire after 1942 bombing but
rebuilding and acquisition by the city has recreated many
features as well as a museum of the lives and artistic
achievements of the family Mann (see Museums). Take
bus 3, 12, 30 or 40 to Stadttheater.
Much restoration was required after 1942, but the gabled
facades of Mengstraße preserve the features of various
eras from Renaissance, Baroque and Neoclassical styles.
The two buildings of today’s Schabbelhaus, occupying
Nos 48 and 50, represent the bourgeois red-brick
Renaissance style of Lübeck, No 50 with triple-step
gable (No 48 was reworked in the 18th century). The
ornate terracotta portal of No 50 has an overhead frieze
with biblical scenes. The houses were joined in the
1860s. No 52 repeats the triple gable pattern. A
restaurant moved to the site in the 1950s after the
destruction by bombing of the former Schabbelhaus
museum and restaurant at No 36. Take bus 3, 12 or 30
to Untertrave.
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further details of international ferry services
see the Transport - International menu on the
Raven Guides Germany main page.
Air: Services from Lübeck airport about
6km south of the city centre fly to Milan,
several secondary Mediterranean destinations,
Gdansk, Kiev and Antalya in southern Turkey.
Bus 6 and DB regional trains (destination
Lüneburg) serve the airport (fare level 3).
Urban transit: City and local transit is
coordinated by Lübeck-Travemünde Verkehrsgesellschaft (LVG) and Stadtverkehr Lübeck.
The website www.sv-luebeck.de covers fares,
ticketing and transit routes. Information is
available at the LVG-SV Lübeck Service
Center (tel 0451-8882828, M-F 5-20, Sa-Su
9-16) at the ZOB.
The Altstadt-Innenstadt island is quite
walkable with pedestrian zones around the
Marienkirche and between Königstraße and
Breite Straße. Because of the street profile
the bus lines, the basis of local transit, are
restricted to a few streets, notably Königstraße
(which flows south-north only). Breite Straße,
Mühlenstraße and Wahmstraße also carry
some bus traffic. Several stops are used in one
direction only, functioning as part of a central
circuit.
Short-trip and single-trip tickets are
available only from bus drivers. Tickets for
short bus trips of up to four stops (after 9.00
M-F, all day Sa-Su) cost €1.70 (€1.10 for
children aged 6-14). Up to three children under
6 can travel free with an adult. All tickets
must be validated at the start of the journey
or day. The system of zones is based around
the central (6000) zone – easily covering the
city island and surrounding areas but treated as
level 2 for the purposes of fares – and zones for
surrounding districts. Level 3 is the maximum
necessary to cover the Lübeck region: a train
trip to Travemünde would involve travel
through four zones in all but would be covered
by a level 3 ticket.
The fare levels correspond to travel within
the peripheral zones (level 1), travel within the
central zone or between two of its peripheral
zones (level 2) or travel between the central
zone and other zones or across three peripheral
zones (level 3). The fare for level 1 single
journeys is €1.80/1.10, for level 2 €2.40/1.50
and level 3 €3/1.80. The ticket is valid for two
hours (or the length of an unbroken single
journey) travelling in one direction.
Single-trip tickets for groups up to five
travellers cost €9.90, €13.50 and €16.90 for
the three fare levels and are valid for two
hours. Larger group tickets are available at
small discounts.
Strip tickets for multiple trips are available
from bus drivers or the ZOB service centre for
six trips at €9.60/5.90 (level 1), €12.90/8.10
(level 2) and €16.20/9.70 (level 3).
Day tickets for unlimited journeys on
specified routes cost €5.20, €8 and €10 for the
three levels. These are valid until 3.00 next
day and are available at the ZOB, DB ticket
machines or from bus drivers.
Week tickets for the three levels come in at
€12.90/19.40/24.90 per person.
Not all taxis in Lübeck are the familiar
beige colour. To order, call tel 0451-81122 or
0451-71011.
HappyDay Card
The card costs €11 for 24 hours, €13 for
48 hours and €16 for 72 hours, allowing

MUSEUMS & GALLERIES
Lübeck city museums offer 50% entry discounts to visitors on presentation of an
affiliate museum’s entry ticket within three days of issue. The city museum portal is at
die-luebecker-museen.de.
The Europäisches Hansemuseum, designed to tell the story of the Hanseatic League, is
under construction between the Burgkloster (including the former Kulturforum Burgkloster)
and An der Untertrave and is expected to open in March 2015.
Museum Holstentor (Jan-Mar Tu-Su 11-17, Apr-Dec M-Su 10-18, €6/3, children under 18
€2, families €10) is now a history museum of the city, its Hanseatic tradition and trade and
navigation, including ship models and a detailed model of the historical city. Take bus 1, 2,
6 or 7 to Holstentorplatz.
The Museumsquartier-St-Annen (Jan-Mar Tu-Su 11-17, Apr-Dec Tu-Su 10-17, combination
tickets (€10/8, visitors 6-18 €4) in the 16th century former St Annen cloister at St-AnnenStraße 15 covers two museums. The more significant cultural collection for visitors to
Lübeck is the St Annen-Museum (€6/3, visitors 6-18 €2, families €10, audio guide €2). It is
an ensemble of devotional art, highlighted by the late 15th century altar by Hans Memling
(rescued in 1942 from its place in the Dom in unchanged condition) and of the life of the
bourgeois of Lübeck, attested by 16th and 17th century portraiture and domestic interiors,
porcelain collections and historical musical instruments. There is no better way of meeting
the traders and citizens who were the elite of northern Europe through three centuries.
The Kunsthalle (€6/3, visitors 6-18 €2, families €10), features works of art since 1945 and
special exhibitions. Original statuary from the city’s Puppenbrücke is in the courtyard. Take
bus 1, 2, 4 or 6 to Fegefeuer.
The Willy-Brandt-Haus (Jan-Mar Tu-Su 11-17, Apr-Dec Tu-Su 11-18, entry free) at
Königstraße 21 provides the chance to view Germany’s 20th century history through the
career of the Lübecker Brandt, who rose from anti-Nazi resistance agent, to mayor of
West Berlin, to West German chancellor. It is particularly illuminating of the work of people
such as Brandt in overseas exile, working in Scandinavia and crossing borders on secret
missions, as well as Brandt as Cold War leader working for better relations and seeing the
final satisfaction of reunification. Take bus 4, 10, 11 or 21 to Koberg.
The museum content of the Buddenbrookhaus (M-Su 10-18, €6/2.50, families €10)
includes the Heinrich-und-Thomas-Mann-Zentrum. On level 1 is biographical material on
the Mann family including the literary and ideological clashes of the brothers Heinrich and
Thomas and the role of family history in the works of both – and their descendants. Level 2
offers perspectives on the Thomas Mann novel Buddenbrooks and room scenes set from
its descriptions. There is also a bookshop. Periodic special exhibitions also take place.
Take bus 3, 12, 30 or 40 to Stadttheater.
The Museumshafen consists of historical ships from as early as 1870 (mostly under sail),
still seagoing. A reconstruction of a 15th century trading ship is also part of the museum
fleet. The mooring is at An der Untertrave, near the hydraulically operated swing bridge
(Drehbrücke). In summer ships may be moored north of the bridge near the Media Docks
on the west side of the river. Occasional trips are available – check at the quay or tourist
office. Take bus 3 or 12 to Untertrave.
Geschichtswerkstatt Herrenwyk (F 14-17, Sa-Su 10-17, €3/1.50) at Kokerstraße 1 in
Herrenwyk is an industry museum that describes factory work and tooling in blast furnaces,
heavy shipbuilding and the engineering industry. Also shown are industrial living conditions
and the circumstances of World War II forced labour operations, much of which was carried
out by prisoners. Further background is dealt with in changing exhibitions. Take bus 32 or
33 to Herrenwyk.
The TheaterFigurenMuseum (Jan-Mar
Tu-Su 11-17, Apr-Dec Tu-Su 10-17, €6/3,
visitors 6-18 €2) delves into the history and
workings of puppetry from various parts of
the world. The museum, at Kolk 14 next to
the FigurenTheater, is in a 400-year-old
building. Take bus 1, 2, 6 or 7 to
Holstentorplatz.
Museum Behnhaus Drägerhaus (Jan-Mar
Tu-Su 11-17, Apr-Dec Tu-Su 10-17, €6/3,
visitors 6-18 €2), Königstraße 9, is a gallery of
19th century and modern painters. Take bus
4, 10, 11 or 21 to Katharineum or Koberg.
The Günter Grass-Haus (M-Su 10-17, €6/3, visitors under 18 €2.50) at
Glockengießerstraße 21 shows artworks by the Nobel Prize author including drawings
and watercolours and a sculpture courtyard with changing exhibitions focused on the
interaction of writing and visual arts.
Naturhistorisches Museum (Tu-F 9-17, Sa-Su 10-17, €6/3, visitors 6-18 €2) at
Musterbahn 8 covers the geological changes in the Baltic, glaciations that continually
reshaped the Baltic Sea and its rivers as well as the fossil record including giant deer and
whales. Take bus 1, 2, 6 or 7 to Fegelfeuer.
The Museumskirche St Katharinen was closed early in 2014 for extensive restorations.

unlimited travel on SL buses, Travemünde
trains and discounts (typically 20-25%) on
museum admission, city tours and boat trips
and at some cafes and restaurants. The cards
are available at the SL Service Center at the
ZOB or the tourist office.
Tours
From May to September SV Lübeck runs a
daily open-top double-decker city bus tour
(10-16) €8/4.50, families €20, children under
6 free) leaving hourly from An der Untertrave
near Fischstraße and stopping for pickups at
Gustav-Radbruch-Platz.
Two-hour Saturday city tours (May-Aug &
Dec, €10) leave the tourist office at 11.30.
An audio-visual guide (€7.50 for three
hours, €10 per day) available from the tourist
office provides, through the eyes of the literary
brothers Mann, a tour of city sights for two
people.
The Lübeck-Kombiticket city and harbour
tour combining the open-top bus and a harbour
cruise costs €15/9, families (up to two children)
€39. Further children cost €7 each. The TraveTicket for a Travemünde bus trip one way and
a boat trip the other costs €15.50/7.50.
Cruises
A handful of cruise operators run one-hour
trips from the Trave either side of Holstentor,
priced at €11-12 adult, €9-10 for teenagers,
€6-7 for young children. Quandt Linie (www.
quandt-linie.de, tel 0451-77799) offers
one-hour tours (daily May-Oct) around
the Altstadt and Innenstadt from An der
Obertrave opposite the Salzspeicher near the
Holstentor, or from the bus parking area near
the Musik und Kongreßhalle. There are also
Elbe-Lübeck-Kanal and Travemünde cruises
passing historic shipping, the fishing village
Gothmund and the ferry port.
To Travemünde Könemann Schiffahrt
(www.koenemannschiffahrt.de, tel 04512801635) also offers cruises (one hour 45
minutes, twice daily Apr-mid Oct, €12.50/6.50,
families €28.50) from Drehbrücke. Return
trips (€19/11, families €40) make a 30-minute
stop at the Travemünde quay.
Views
The single tower of the Petrikirche (AprSep M-Su 9-21, Oct-Mar M-Su 10-19, €3/2,
families €6) provides a superb view, reached
by lift, from about 50m up of the Altstadt,
especially Markt, the Rathaus and the
mighty Marienkirche. Take bus 1, 2, 6 or 7 to
Holstentorplatz.
Parks & gardens
Green areas line the Trave and Stadtgraben
on the south-west margins of the AltstadtInnenstadt island and walks on the banks are
easily found off Possehlstraße. Take bus 1, 2,
6 or 7 to Holstentorplatz.
The largest expanse of parkland is
Stadtpark off Roeckstraße north-east of the
Altstadt. Take bus 3, 4, 10 or 11 to Roeckstraße.
On the east bank of the Wakenitz is
Drägerpark, reached from Hövelnstraße.
Take bus 4 or 11 to Drägerpark. Botanic
arrangements are part of Schulgarten on
the west bank of the Wakenitz, offering a
riverside walk north from An der Falkenwiese
to Burgtorbrücke. Take bus 15 to An der
Falkenwiese.
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The Dom (M-Su 10-17) and episcopal
authority arrived just as Lübeck’s trade
network was expanding. On the 1970s
lion statue outside, Henry the Lion
rightly gets the credit for founding the
cathedral (1173) as well as the bishopric
(1160). But the Romanesque cathedral
could not be consecrated until 1247.
The lion is a copy of the historic
monument from outside the cathedral
of Henry’s heartland of Braunschweig.
Soon after consecration the cathedral
was supplied with a vestibule dubbed
Paradies. By the mid 14th century
the cathedral had been enlarged and
remodelled into Gothic, though its
115m towers still exhibit Romanesque
forms. A model of the older church is
exhibited inside. During the
Reformation debates of the 16th century
both Lutheran and Catholic services
were held in different parts of the
church but in 1571 the Protestants
triumphed. The vestibule, along with
the roof, choir and spires, were wrecked by bombing and all were not restored until the
1980s. The precious Memlingaltar (1491), depicting the Passion, was untouched by World
War II and later moved to the St Annen-Museum (see Museums). The triumphal crucifix
(1477) by Bernt Notke is at the centre of the church, behind it the clock (1628). Take bus
1, 2, 4 or 6 to Fegefeuer.
The Catholic Herz-Jesu-Kirche (1891) follows the
red-brick tradition of the north despite being in the
much younger Neogothic style. The church’s crypt is
given to a memorial for four Lübeck clergymen (the
Catholics Hermann Lange, Johannes Prassek and
Eduard Müller, who worked at the church, and the
Lutheran pastor Karl Friedrich Stellbrink). Their
defiance of the Nazis through advocacy for Jews and
anti-war sentiments earned arrest and condemnation by
the regime. In November 1943, for their consciences,
they were sent to a guillotine in Hamburg. In 2011 the
four were beatified by the Catholic church. Take bus
1, 2, 4 or 6 to Fegefeuer.
The Augustinian convent of St Annen (1515) at
St-Annen-Straße 15 enjoyed a short life among
such foundations, being overturned by the
Reformation and closed in 1532. Yet since 1915
the late Gothic complex has housed, at the
decision of the city, treasures of devotional art
and after modern extensions is the site of the
twin museums of the Museumsquartier-St-Annen
(see Museums). In between its cloisters served as
workhouse and jail. After an 1843 fire the attached
church was demolished (but for the remaining
hexagonal tower and front portal) but the cloisters
were restored. Take bus 1, 2, 4 or 6 to Fegefeuer.
One of the earliest of Lübeck’s churches is the late
Romanesque Aegidienkirche (Tu-Sa 10-16) in
Aegidienstraße, first mentioned early in the 13th century
and progressively remodelled in Gothic from the 14th.
The single tower, in a style reminiscent of the twin towers
of the Marienkirche, was raised to more than 80m in this
period and renovated in 1840. Parts of 16th century
interior wall paintings have been uncovered. The prized
piece is the ornately carved choir podium (1587) by
Tönnies Evers the younger. The Gothic high altar, now in
the Museumsquartier-St-Annen nearby, was supplanted by
a Baroque work of 1701. The now Lutheran parish church
was spared extensive bombing damage. Take bus 1, 2, 4
or 6 to Fegefeuer.
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Markets
Twice-weekly food markets are held at Markt
(M & Th 10.30-19) next to the Rathaus.
Events
The Advent Lübecker Weihnachtsmarkt
includes a series of craft markets and
Christmas food stalls starting around
Holstenstraße, filling Markt and surrounding
the historic churches, with a fairytale forest as
a feature. A Christmas craft fair takes place at
the Heiligen-Geist-Hospital in the first week
of December.
Late in May 2014 the city is listed to host
International Hanseatic Day celebrations,
including a folk festival, medieval camp,
historical ships and cultural events.
Performance
Figurentheater Lübeck at Kolk 20 explores
all types and facets of puppetry. There
are afternoon shows, plus evening shows
including versions of classic plays, fables
and works of fiction. The performances are
in German but there is an emphasis on operas
and musical theatre. Tickets (Tu-Su 14-17 or
one hour before performances) range from €6
for afternoon performances to €18 for evening
shows.
Throughout July and August Lübeck
venues host concerts of the SchleswigHolstein MusikFestival, which includes
JazzBaltica. For details of events and tickets
visit www.shmf.de.
Late in April and early in March the
Brahms Festival takes place in Lübeck,
comprising symphony, chamber and solo
concerts at the Musikhochschule Lübeck.
Food
Marzipan is the established Lubeck speciality,
widely available. But for a more boutique
environment visit Niederegger in the centre of
the Altstadt (see Meet & drink below). Prices
may be discounted at the factory outlet (M-F
8-17, Sa 9-14) in Zeißstraße.
For meals the atmosphere of a historic
house is offered with meat, fish, vegetarian,
seafood and pasta dishes under €20 at
Hieronymus (tel 0451-7063017, M-Su 12late) at Fleischhauerstraße 81.
A lively evening is usual at Tipasa (SuTh 12-23, F-Sa 12-24), Schlumacherstraße
12, with its broad range of Mexican and pasta
dishes, selection of vegetarian meals and
seafood under €15.
Smaller and quieter with pizzas and more
Italian cuisine is La Vigna Café (M-Sa 12-20)
at Hüxstraße 63.
Meet & drink
The best position in town is enjoyed by
Niederegger Arkadencafé (M-Th 8-20,
F-Sa 8-22, Su 10-20) at Am Markt (or behind
the Rathaus buildings at Breite Straße 64),
surrounded by the historical centre. The
Niederegger name has been associated with
marzipan for 250 years and Café Niederegger
(M-F 9-19, Sa 9-18, Su 10-18) at Breite Straße
89 includes the so-called marzipan salon and
on level 2 the extraordinary life-size historical
figures made of marzipan.
CVJM Kneipencafe in the Gothic house
Große Petersgrube 11 offers live music several
times a month, especially jazz and blues, in an
intimate setting and sometimes free. For the
current program visit www.cvjm-luebeck.de.

At the north end of Königstraße is a streetscape of later
bourgeois architecture. The Neoclassical Behnhaus (1782)
at Königstraße 11 and the late Baroque Drägerhaus at
No 9 are 18th century merchant houses given over for
public use (see Museums). The interiors preserve much
decoration from the 18th and 19th centuries. The opulent
entrance hall and staircase of the Behnhaus, built by a
Lübeck mayor and for a century in the Behn family, show
the later style of commercially successful families, with
designs by Joseph Christian Lillie, architect to the Danish
royal family. The facade parapet includes statues from
Greek myth. The Drägerhaus maintains its medieval
basement, a ballroom and a French-inspired Rococo suite.
Take bus 4, 10, 11 or 21 to Katharineum or Koberg.
The Gothic Katharinenkirche (1370), at the corner of
Königstraße and Glockengießerstraße, was built as the
church of the Franciscans and was long the centre of the
order’s work in the Baltic. The monastery goes back to
1225 and the present towerless church was begun about
1300. Part of the contemporary decoration has been
uncovered and a mould of the Lübeck artist Bernt
Notke’s great Stockholm sculpture of St Georg and the
dragon is inside. After the Reformation the building
became a Latin school, the Katharineum, and was used in
the 19th century as a library, then as a museum of church
art. The niche statues are from the 1930s and 1940s. The
church was closed for restoration work early in 2014.
Take bus 4, 10, 11 or 21 to Katharineum or Koberg.
One Lübeck church escaped the bombs of World War
II. The interior of the 13th century red-brick Gothic
Jakobikirche (Apr M-Su 10-16, May-Sep M-Su
10-18, Oct Tu-Su 10-18, Nov-Mar Tu-Su 10-15) at
Jakobikirchhof 3 preserves precious pillar frescoes
(c1330) and there are further paintings in the panelled
area around the ornate baptismal font. The Baroque
high altar is from 1717. A touch-screen display
provides background. The importance to the port city
of maritime churches is emphasised by a lifeboat
memorial to the lost crew of a four-master vessel that
sank tragically in 1957. The church is also the node for
St James pilgrimage routes in the Baltic region. Take
bus 4, 10, 11 or 21 to Koberg.
The beginnings of the late Gothic Burgtor (1444), one of
the city’s two remaining medieval gates, are from 13th
century fortifications, exploiting the restricted land access
from the north. The tower was added later and the customs
house in 1571. Outer and intermediate gates formerly stood
in front and are modelled in cases near their former sites.
The French army entered the Burgtor in 1806, the beginning
of several years’ Napoleonic occupation of Lübeck. The
arches were widened for traffic in the 19th and 20th
centuries. City wall fragments remain at Wakenitzmauer
and along An der Mauer on the south-east side of the
Innenstadt. A battle against Danes won on Maria Magdalene
day 1227 led to the establishment of the nearby Burgkloster.
Take bus 4, 10, 11 or 21 to Große Burgstraße.
The Heiligen-Geist-Hospital (Apr-Sep Tu-Su
10-17, Oct-Mar Tu-Su 10-16, entry free) at
Koberg is one of Europe’s oldest charitable
hospitals, operating as an infirmary and
aged-care institution since the 13th century. The
work of this charitable foundation, including the
maintenance of its historic buildings, continues.
Today’s structure, with hall reaching almost 90m,
cloisters and the facade with hexagonal towers
was in place by the year 1400. Frescoes and the
entrance porch of the main hall are most striking,
but a peek into the interior is possible in the form
of one of the former sleeping chambers and the vaulted archives office. The red-brick
Gothic exterior was being renovated late in 2013. Take bus 4, 10, 11 or 21 to Koberg.

Accommodation
To book accommodation including private
rooms visit the tourist website www.luebecktourismus.de. Accommodation lists are
provided under the Hosts menu. For a range of
budget accommodation in and around Lübeck
visit www.luebeck-pension.de.
There is a bed tax of 5% of the net rate on
Lübeck accommodation for tourists.
The small Hotel Stadt Lübeck (tel 045183883, www.hotel-stadt-luebeck.de) outside
the Hauptbahnhof east exit at Am Bahnhof 21
has singles with breakfast and full facilities in
the range €40-54, doubles €59-81, triples €85105 with extra beds €10. Parking costs €4 per
day. Similar rates are offered at Baltic Hotel
Lübeck (tel 0451-85575, www.baltic-hotel.
de) at Hansestraße 11, depending on length of
stay. Walk south 120m from the exit on Am
Bahnhof.
Ibis Lübeck City (tel 0451-40040) at
Fackenburger Allee 54 is 800m from the
Hauptbahnhof with single bed rates starting at
€54 with breakfast and WLAN extra, parking
free. Take bus 3, 7, 9 or 12 to the Ibis Hotel
stop at Waisenhofstraße. Ibis Budget Lübeck
City Süd (tel 0451-5855820) is south of
the city at Berlinerstraße 1 but beds without
breakfast can be snapped up for as little as
€32-45. Take bus 7 to the ETAP Hotel stop at
Berliner Platz.
The 2½-star Hotel zur alten Stadtmauer
(tel 0451-73702, www.hotelstadtmauer.de) on
the Altstadt island at An der Mauer 57 offers
singles with shared facilities at €55.50, singles/
doubles with full facilities from €56/93, three
and four-bed rooms €119 and €150. Take bus
1, 2, 4, 6, 7 or 9 to Fegefeuer.
The small Hotel Stadtpark Lübeck (tel
0451-34555, www.hotelstadtpark-luebeck.de),
just north of the Altstadt island at Roeckstraße
9, has singles/doubles or twins in high season
with breakfast, with full facilities at €48/75,
with shared facilities from €38/68. A three-bed
room costs €89, extra beds €15. WLAN and
parking are available free. Take bus 3, 4, 10,
11, 12 or 21 to Schulstraße.
CVJM Hotel am Dom (tel 0451-3999410,
www.cvjm-luebeck.de) at Dankwartsgrube 43
offers singles/doubles with full facilities at
€37/69, family rooms at €96, breakfast €5 per
person extra. From mid-January to late March
room rates lower to €25/45 and €75. Reception
closes nightly at 21.00. The associated CVJM
SleepIN has doubles and dorm beds from
€22.50 per person.
The Rucksack Hotel Lübeck (tel 0451706892,
www.rucksackhotel-luebeck.com)
at Kanalstraße 70 has dorm beds at €15 or
€16, singles/twins €28/38, sheets €3 and
towels €1 extra. A self-service kitchen is
available, but no breakfast. Take bus 1, 4, 11,
21 or 31 to Katharineum and walk west on
Glockengießerstraße.
There are two DJH hostels. The midsized and central Jugendherberge Lübeck
Altstadt (tel 0451-7020399, email luebeckaltstadt@jugendherberge.de) at Mengstraße
33 has dorm beds from €22.10. The hostel is
closed at Christmas. Take bus 3, 12, 30 or 40
to Beckergrube. The larger Jugendherberge
Lübeck vor dem Burgtor (tel 0451-33433,
email luebeck@jugendherberge.de) is just
north of the Altstadt at Am Gertrudenkirchhof
4. Dorm beds are €21 and singles/doubles are
available at €30/58. Take bus 3, 11 or 12 to
Gustav-Radbruch-Platz.
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